Part 1 – General

• This section covers Visual Display Boards

Part 2 – Product

• Basis of Design: Manufacturer Polyvision or Equal
• Porcelain enamel coating fused to sheet steel, gloss finish
• Size 4’ x 16’ Section Maximum
• Accessories clear anodized aluminum frame, trim and chalk tray, continuous square corners
• Anodized aluminum frame, trim and chalk tray, continuous square corners
• Map rail consisting of 1” High, continuous cork display rail, integral to map rail, and end caps at each end of Map Rail
• Plastic impregnated cork sheet: Homogenous, seamless, self-sealing sheet with washable vinyl finish and integral color throughout.
• Set of 4 dry erase markers of different colors (Green, Blue, Black, and Red)
• Minimize joints along length of board. Provide manufacturers standard vertical joint spline at abutting sections of white boards
• Where size of visual display boards or other conditions require additional support than provided by existing construction, provide structural supports or modify trim from manufacturers structural support accessories to suit conditions.